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THE REBIRTH OF A SLEEPING
BEAUTY GIANT: THE 1ST TWO YEARS

THE ELIZABETH ARDEN CASE STUDY

THE CHALLENGE
For the first two years of the collaboration between 
Elizabeth Arden and Air Paris the challenge was 
to give the brand a modern identity and ownable 
territory while maintaining the strength of its heritage 
as the Brand that is FOR WOMEN, BY WOMEN. 
Elizabeth Arden needed to connect with consumers 
in Europe, Asia and the US, which would in turn boost 
growth and regain relevance. The ultimate goal for 
Elizabeth Arden has been to reclaim the territory as 
an optimistic, forward-thinking and innovative brand 
that is desirable to women around the world.

HERITAGE MADE RELEVANT TODAY
Now more than ever consumers want to engage with 
brands that have a strong heritage and equity and 
inspire a sense of trust since they have stood the test 
of time. More than any other beauty brand, Elizabeth 
Arden embodies that - both the Brand and the 
Woman herself. Ms. Elizabeth Arden was a legendary 
innovator and tireless entrepreneur for both product 
development and women’s empowerment. She was 
the first to communicate strong calls to action to 
women like “Go out and make your mark,” empowering 
them during a time when they were fighting for their 
most basic human rights and equality. This incredible 
message is timeless, and still rings true today, hence 
it was turned into the backbone of the strategy for 
the Brand’s message. 

THE STRATEGY
5 key pillars for Elizabeth Arden:
•     The Heritage
•     The Woman
•     The New York Lifestyle
•     The Products
•     The Tone of Voice

The ultimate goal for  
Elizabeth Arden has been  
to reclaim the territory as  
an optimistic, forward-thinking 
and innovative brand.

   “ Go out 
and make 
    your mark”



THE WOMAN
Just like modern New Yorkers, the Elizabeth Arden 
woman is driven and active, confident yet grounded 
– she is a high achiever. She is professional, 
multicultural, technologically savvy, connected and 
on the move. She has an international sensibility and 
is fashion-conscious. She is a true front-runner in 
every sense of the saying.  She is aspirational for 
women everywhere, living a driven life and embodying 
the core values of the brand.  

Though this woman may not and does not need 
to physically reside in New York, she has this spirit 
within her. She can be found at any corner of the 
globe – confidently living with her feet firmly on the 
ground but with her goals set high above.

Top model Karlina Caune was selected to be the 
face of this very woman, and of the Brand. She 
perfectly embodies the spirit and values of what was 
defined as the New York woman and the Elizabeth 
Arden woman alike. Through the tailor-made strategy, 
a relatable identity was built around her for women 
everywhere to aspire to and engage with.

NEW YORK
The crossroads of the world – New York – is often 
referred to, but never truly owned more by a brand 
than by Elizabeth Arden. Women across the globe 
look to New York to be the leading and driving force 
in setting the standard for what it means to live a 
modern lifestyle. New York provides inspiration to 
everyone, from those who live and work in the cultural 
mecca, to those who may never even visit but still 
find its aura inspiring. 

New York itself along with its lifestyle became 
an integral element of the Brand’s new core 
communication. It has turned into a distinct code of 
the Brand, helping to define its identity, and touches 
every piece of creative communication from print to 
digital, social media to TVC, and well beyond. New 
York is treated as the backdrop to both the beauty 
and product photography and film. The presence of 
the city, while not always front and center, is always 
there. Elements of New York and touches of its iconic 
skyline can be seen visually throughout all campaigns. 
The treatment of the product photography is a direct 
nod to the city ’s immediately identifiable skyline. 
Products are set up and treated as though they are 
iconic buildings and landmarks, further driving the 
connection between Elizabeth Arden and New York. 

Through the tailor-made 
strategy, a relatable identity 
was built around her for women 
everywhere to aspire to and 
engage with.

Elements of New York and 
touches of its iconic skyline 
can be seen visually throughout 
all campaigns.

PREVAGE SERUM PRINT ADVERTISING



HERO PRODUCTS
The products themselves are not only innovative 
and sought-after, they are a critical piece of the 
Brand Strategy. Innovation has always been part of 
the ethos of the Brand, and is a key characteristic 
of Elizabeth Arden than can never lose focus from 
consumers. With first-to-market launches that shake 
up the beauty category like Superstart Skin Renewal 
Booster and Prevage City Smart Broad Spectrum 
SPF50 Hydrating Shield, the Brand was enabled 
to continue renewing its heritage of avant-garde 
innovation and constant breakthroughs in skincare 
technology. 

The products themselves needed to stand strongly 
on their own and demanded a larger focus in the 
Brand communications. In order to showcase 
them in the most iconic light they were shot and 
portrayed in an inspiring way that draws parallels 
to the New York landmark skyline. This not only 
created an added subtle nod to New York, but also 
dif ferentiated Elizabeth Arden’s visual codes from the 
rest of the luxury beauty market. Elements of New 
York and touches of its iconic skyline can be seen 
visually throughout all campaigns. The treatment of 
the product photography is a direct nod to the city ’s 
immediately identifiable skyline. Products are set up 
and treated as though they are iconic buildings and 
landmarks, further driving the connection between 
Elizabeth Arden and New York. 

Products are set up and 
treated as though they are 
iconic buildings and landmarks, 
further driving the connection 
between Elizabeth Arden and 
New York. 

PREVAGE CITY SMART PRODUCT VISUAL

BEAUTIFUL COLOR MOISTURIZING LIPSTICK SKYLINE

In order to showcase them 
in the most iconic light, they 
were shot and portrayed in 
an inspiring way that draws 
parallels to the New York 
landmark skyline.



THE TONE OF VOICE
Just as important to the visual codes of the Brand 
are the written and spoken codes. It was necessary 
to create a cohesive and authoritative tone that 
could live on throughout all communications – from 
skincare to makeup to fragrance and all other Brand 
initiatives alike. Strong call-to-action statements 
became a clear feature on every communication. 
They were a statement of strength about the woman 
as well as metaphor for the product benefit. The 
Elizabeth Arden woman has a sensibility, wit and 
keen intellect that demands she be spoken to with 
the same tone. 

Jumpstart Your Day  
Superstart Skin Renewal Booster 

Kickstart Your Routine
Superstart Skin Renewal Booster

Bring On The Bold 
Liquid Assets Color Collection

Always Make an Entrance  
Grand Entrance Mascara

Unlock Your World 
Red Door Fragrance

Outsmart The City 
Prevage City Smart Broad Spectrum 
SPF50 Hydrating Shield 

Become a Legend 
Eight Hour Skin Protectant 

Build and Renew  
Ceramide Capsules Daily Youth Restoring Serum

RESULTS
The Brand today succeeded in breaking rules and 
creating new trends. Consumers were inspired not 
only by beautiful skin but by the mind and attitude 
behind it. As the focus shif ted in the communication 
of the Elizabeth Arden brand it was critical that the 
entire consumer experience shif ted with it. No detail 
was lef t unexplored and every creative decision was 
used as an opportunity to speak further to consumers 
about the story, strength and products of the Brand.

Based on this highly crafted 
strategy, campaigns were created 
across print, film, digital content, 
social media and beyond to 
engage consumers on every 
platform they use today.

BUILD AND RENEW

GRAND ENTRANCE MASCARA PRINT & WEBSITE TAKEOVER



An original, strengthened strategy was created that 
was both accessible, yet prestigious and spoke 
individually and as a whole to the entire Elizabeth 
Arden portfolio across skincare, fragrance and 
makeup. Based on this highly crafted strategy, 
campaigns were created across print, film, digital 
content, social media and beyond to engage 
consumers on every platform they use today. With a 
heavy focus on digital content, the new strategy and 
campaigns have launched with international praise 
and consistent growth in sales and market share 
over the last six quarterly reports. Following dif ficult 
times, the brand finally saw profit for the first time in 
years and its extraordinary results led to its highly 
publicized acquisition by Revlon at the end of 2016. 

With a heavy focus on digital 
content, the new strategy and 
campaigns have launched 
with international praise and 
consistent growth in sales and 
market share over the last six 
quarterly reports.

PREVAGE CITY SMART ADVERTISING

PREVAGE CITY SMART APP DESIGN

PREVAGE CITY SMART DIGITAL CONTENT

PREVAGE CITY SMART PAMPHLET

PREVAGE CITY SMART MICROSITE



An original, strengthened 
strategy was created that was 
both accessible, yet prestigious 
and spoke individually and as 
a whole to the entire Elizabeth 
Arden portfolio

INSTAGRAM HOW-TO CONTENT

SKIN ILLUMINATING ADVERTISING

FLAWLESS FINISH FOUNDATION FAMILY ADVERTISING

FOUNDATION FINDER MICROSITE

SKIN ILLUMINATING DIGITAL CONTENT & PAMPHLET



ALWAYS RED FEMME ADVERTISING

ALWAYS RED PR DOSSIER & STORE TAKEOVER

RED DOOR PRINT & TV ADVERTISING

ALWAYS RED FEMME MERCHANDISING

ALWAYS RED FEMME PACKSHOT & DIGITAL CONTENT

Following difficult times, the 
brand finally saw profit for 
the first time in years and its 
extraordinary results led to its 
highly publicized acquisition by 
Revlon at the end of 2016. 



EYES WIDE OPEN COLLECTION ADVERTISING

EIGHT HOUR ALL OVER MIRACLE OIL VISUAL

EYES WIDE OPEN COLLECTION VISUALS & SOCIAL

LIQUID ASSETS COLOR COLLECTION ADVERTISING

SUNSET BRONZE

Concluding Phase I of 
Arden Rebranding. Phase II 
coming soon
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